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About This Content

Night Environment: Benelux for FSX: Steam Edition revolutionizes your night flying experience in The Netherlands, Belgium,
and Luxembourg. Using a series of databases, this add-on adds appropriate types of lighting to different kinds of roads and

other areas. 100,000s of lights clearly show how both highways and smaller roads alike. Visual navigation at night becomes an
absolute joy with this stunning pack!

The Night Environment database contains an incredible amount of accurate road data, illuminating roads at night which you
wouldn’t normally see. Our lights have up to a 60 mile radius, so large urban areas and highway junctions will illuminate all

around you as you fly. As the highway lights are raised above the surface and have a lit bitmap below them, a realistic 3D effect
is created.

Night Environment also comes with a configuration tool so you can customize the intensity of your night flying experience.

Features:

Full coverage of The Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated.

Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photoscenery).

Configurable for hardware performance.
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Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights.
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Amazing game, feels like retro mad max, wasteland is alive!. HULK SMASH!. EDIT:

Since the original posting of this review, the game has been patched a number of times to reach proper localization standards.
None of the issues listed in the original review remain, except for a few awkward sounding lines, but nothing too unforgivable.

However, I still personally am not that happy that it was this bad at launch, so I do intend to leave my rating and the original
content of this review as it was first presented below.

-------------
ORIGINAL:

The long and short of it is: For 25USD, you'd think they'd actually translate the Command Lists.

The Long of it is:

I'm glad this game has a western release, as a fan of Umineko, alongside the real game proper, but this release is so LAZY. I
haven't had the chance to check the improved netplay, but I'm gonna run on some decent faith that it's actually better here, but.

My biggest gripe is how absolutely garbage the localization is. The text in the arcade mode ranges from acceptable to "Did
literally anyone look at this? Once?". Stuff like the UI and the Credits, okay, you can kinda get away with not translating those,
especially the former, since they're part of that Engrishy charm, sure.

But the Command List is not touched at all from the Japanese version. I cannot read Japanese. I bought the English release of
this game. I cannot read how to use most of the character's moves. Plenty I can just gleam or guess with trial and error, but
basically any move that has a pre-requisite other than "is a super" is completely lost on me.

I paid 25 dollars for a fighting game, and I cannot figure out how to play most of the characters. That is just completely
unnacceptable. I'll likely refund this because I cannot play it. All the resources for this game are also in Japanese, so its not like I
can go elsewhere to look at a moveset.

If they fix this, that'd be great! But if they don't really soon, or at least acknoledge they left a lot of the game untranslated, I'm
just getting a refund. I'd rather not! But I likely will. Completely, utterly unacceptable for a 'localization'.. This is Good, Old-
School fun!!! Sometimes, "Simple" is downright entertaining and this game fits that bill very well. I really enjoy how easy it is
to pick up and play! It has an uncomplicated, fair progression system that doesn't punish you to death. The loot aspect is a lot of
fun too! But I have to admit, one of the things that first attracted me to this game is the interactive town buildings (that act as a
menu of sorts). That very much reminds me of an Impressions game that I played many years ago named, "High Seas Trader".
And now that I own this game, I see how much potential it has & I have great hopes for it's further improvement as it continues
to develop.

So, if you like simple games featuring the Age of Sail\/Pirates, get this game. If you like quest\/loot-based games, get this game.
If you like a game that's easy to pick up and play, get this game. I think it's a hidden gem and I hope you'll enjoy as much as I
do.. I bought it together with the anniversary edition in a sale, i always wanted this OST because the main theme is so
atmospheric! Most of the music is from trailers though since the game itself doesn't have many tracks otherwise.... Lack of
ability to invert Y axis makes game unplayable for me. Uninstalled.. 1\/21\/2019

Seems like a console sequel is in the work and it'll be in 3D, according to a recent interview (Chinese) - 
https:\/\/mp.weixin.qq.com\/s\/DbGjwjkT2GmeOx2y0pGx1g

12\/22\/2013

A solid 2D hack'n slash game. It's basically Devil May Cry in 2D. BUT! The game is abandoned, leaving bugs unfixed. The
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developer went on to work on their next game. Talk about irresponsible.

It is still worth to get when on sale however.

Should be fixed;
- Random frame\/sound lag spikes and slow down.
- Game Crashes 3 times during my first play through
- Occasionally both my character or enemies cannot be seen.
- Inconsistent sound effect. Some sound clips are not recorded well. I can hear sound crackling. Also, there is one enemy that is
way louder than the rest when killed, not sure if it's "Pyre Alchemist" or "Enhanced Machinist".
- Voice setting only affects cutscenes, not during gameplay.

Rests annoying things;
- Bad Translation. Story is hard to follow due to translation, and some dialogues are insanely fast.
- Chinese sounds like it is dubbed in the 80s.
- Only partial cutscenes can be skipped. Annoying after 1st play through.
- The ending. I understand the game want to end on a cliffhanger, but it feels sudden. Also, after the final stage, there is a very
long black screen before the credit start rolling. I thought the game crashed.
- Foreground and boss health bar (when 2 bosses appear at the same time) block the action on occasion.
- Achievement patch needs to be installed manually.
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yo im straight wtf. Beautiful game. Traveling through the quantem world, this game is a whole other world.
+Beautiful design
+Easy to learn
+Lots of secrets
+Hard, yet not punishing
+Don't even know what I am doing half the time
+Long
+Great music
+Level editor (Need to try it myself)
-There are no minuses (Wait, doesn't that create a paradox?). The campaign is absolutely worthless but playing a regular
skirmish either hotseat or singleplayer makes it the best homm game since 3. The multiplayer usually works but there are some
bugs. If you dont want your whole campaign breaking, consider not playing necropolis because after a while it will break. And
somehow I still recommend this game because it is a great time.. Not the best point&click on Steam but for a small money you
can have few hours of fun. Dialogues are too long sometimes and the guy in the glasses can be boring, he tries too hard with the
jokes.. So bloody cruel yet weirdly heart warming.

The Albert character reminded of my memory. I always feel regretful that I could never tell a kid that he's a very good kind
friend when I was about 10. He had the kind of birthmark on the same position on face just like Albert's. Even he's very
emotionally unstable and self-conscious sometimes, but when he's relaxed he always laughed the most and being friendly. I felt
that the kid had a good heart. The last time I saw him, he left in a shouting rage because he felt he's rejected by the group of
children and been mocked. But actually not by me. I thought he to some bit knew that I accepted him without harm because he
liked to play with me. I just hope he didn't feel he's mocked by a whole group including me too. Then I never meet him cuz I
didn't know where he lives, this regretful feeling then never vanished in my life. I just hope him well.

If you have a birthmark you were just born this way, cuz god makes no mistake. I have one one my leg too I never ever feel
anything negative, I actually LOVE it cuz I am so unique!
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